An investigation of the effects of wind-induced inclination on floating wind turbine dynamics: heave plate excursion
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Abstract
A current trend in offshore wind is the quest for exploitation of ever deeper water sites. At depths between 50 m and 100 m a promising substructure is the column-stabilised semi-submersible floating type. This solution is currently being tested at full scale at the WindFloat and Fukushima Forward demonstrator sites in Portugal and Japan respectively. The semi-sub design class frequently adopts passive motion control devices based on the water entrapment principle, such as heave plates, tanks, and skirts. Whilst effective for small inclinations, these can underperform when the structure is inclined as a result of wind loading. This study examines the alteration of potential hydrodynamics due to wind-induced trim (geometric non-linearity) and its impact on the floating wind turbine’s wave response with focus on heave plate performance. Firstly it is shown by using the boundary element approach that wind trim affects wave loading in the ocean wave band between 5 s and 15 s, and introduces hydrodynamic coupling typical of non-symmetric hulls. These features are incorporated in frequency-domain dynamic response analysis to demonstrate that said hydrodynamic effects bear a significant impact on the turbine’s wave response. Accounting of heave plate excursion effects improves the assessment of the seaworthiness of floating wind turbine concepts, potentially leading to new design constraints.
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1. Introduction
Going afloat is deemed to be one of the principal innovations to impact the offshore wind market in the next years, enabling expansion to deep water areas where bathymetry exceeds 50 m (EWEA, 2013). Numerous countries worldwide hold most of their offshore wind potential in deep water, but so far only a handful have hosted utility-scale machine deployment. Statoil of Norway has commissioned the first operating MW-class floating demonstrator, Hywind, in 2009 (Stiesdal, 2009). Portugal has followed by hosting Principle Power’s WindFloat prototype (Figure 1), and more recently two Japanese consortia have successfully installed floating test units off Goto city (Figure 2) and Fukushima (see Hitachi, 2014; Main(e) IC, 2013). All commissioned large scale prototypes adopt turbines of about 2 MW capacity, mounted either on spar or semi-submersible type substructures. The ongoing industrialisation initiatives are seeking to extend the FWT (floating wind turbine) design envelope with the use of tension leg type platforms (see Scott, 2012), vertical axis turbine technology (see IWES, 2014; Nénuphar, 2012), and by increasing turbine size.

1.1. Semi-submersible platform
Semi-submersible, column-stabilised platforms are currently investigated as a low-draft, easy-handling FWT substructure solution. Unlike spars and tension-leg floaters, they count on widely spaced columns of large waterplane area to insure the stability necessary to counter wind-induced overturning moment. Normally these columns are interconnected by lattice frames or pontoons.
Most proposed semi-sub designs feature water entrapment plates or tanks located at column foot which provide extra added mass, wave damping, and drag, as well as buoyancy far removed from wave excitation. The resulting heave added mass and hydrodynamic inertia in roll and pitch can be very significant, and often reach the same order of magnitude of the FWT’s own structural inertias. This effect is fundamental in order to shift natural periods beyond the wave range while preserving sufficient stability and simultaneously limiting floater size.
Water entrapment devices should be used with caution by platform designers, because they can also aggravate wave loading. In fact they extend the structure’s wetted surface receiving fluid loads, giving raise to additional vertical excitation. Extra horizontal excitation on nearby vertical members is also possible due to perturbation of the diffraction...
Figure 1: WindFloat assembly in the Mitrena Shipyard near Lisbon. Water entrapment plates are visible at the bottom of the semi-submersible platform’s columns. Source: Cermelli (2014), photo courtesy of Principle Power Inc.

Figure 2: Haen-kaze, the 2 MW floating wind turbine demonstrator sited off Goto in Japan. Photo courtesy of David Ingram.

tion pattern, and to enhanced wave run-up. Such adverse effects, observable if the plates have a limited submergence compared to their size, have been observed experimentally by Cermelli and Roddier (2005) on a low-draft offshore platform model. Another experimental study by Philippe et al. (2013b) has shown pitch motion amplification on a FWT, which was orientatively attributed to heave plate excursion.

1.2. Floating wind turbine dynamics

FWT dynamic response under the action of met-ocean loads has been extensively investigated in recent years, leading to development of coupled models able to treat simultaneous hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, and aerodynamic loading on the structure, taking into account its deformability in certain cases. Most work to date adopts a fully linear approach to potential wave hydrodynamics assuming small amplitude waves and motion about the unexcited configuration - see for example Karimirad and Moan (2012), Jeon et al. (2013), Sethuraman and Venugopal (2013), and Wang and Sweetman (2013). A few studies implement updated wetted surface meshing to incorporate the geometric non-linearity due to quasi-steady displacement of a FWT under the wind’s action; this allows to integrate the dynamic pressure associated to the Froude-Krylov, diffraction, and radiation problems over the displaced wetted surface, effectively re-linearising potential hydrodynamics about a more representative mean position. In particular, Philippe et al. (2013a) actualise the mesh of a circular barge supporting a FWT to characterise its motion under simultaneous wind and wave loading; Philippe (2012) and Philippe et al. (2013b) re-mesh a semi-sub FWT platform hull for similar purposes, although removing the water entrapment plates from the potential flow problem. Inclinations matter in this context: current generation FWT concepts can experience mean wind-induced trimming in excess of 5° in certain circumstances (see Courbois, 2013; Hujis et al., 2013; Philippe et al., 2013b), especially when floater size - and therefore stability - is reduced to seek material efficiency.

In this work it is shown that capturing the geometric non-linearity due to large-angle inclinations may be important in predicting the motion of a semi-sub FWT under simultaneous wind and wave loading, and that water entrapment appendices play a key role in this respect. A mesh-updated approach based on the linear potential method is used to provide a first-tier account of this non-linearity.

2. Excursion effects on water entrapment plate hydrodynamics

The focus of this section is the effect of varying the submergence of thin horizontal structures on their diffraction/radiation loading, to capture the key features influencing heave plate behaviour. A review of the submerged plate problem is first presented, and then a more
applied case study is proposed, where a FWT column with bottom-mounted heave plate is studied in its vertical excursion. Last, the problem is formulated globally for a trimming semi-subsmerisble platform.

2.1. Review of submerged horizontal plate problem

Offshore oil & gas structure researchers have in the past investigated water entrainment device behaviour for motion control of deep draft floating facilities. Studies are available which look at bottom plate forces (Lake et al., 2000; Thiagarajan et al., 2002) and local flow separation (Tao and Cai, 2004; Tao et al., 2007). None of these addresses the alteration of the diffraction/radiation problem of a plate of varying submergence. Underwater horizontal plates have also been extensively studied in the field of coastal engineering - a general account of the material published up to 2002 is given by Yu (2002). Large flat structures are regarded as a potential breakwater solution exploiting fluid-fluid interaction (Yu, 2002), but also as wave focussing devices for wave energy extraction purposes (McIver, 1985); the issue of variable submergence is largely covered in the field. Next follows a scrutiny of the relevant coastal engineering and fluid mechanics research, noting that a heave plate, although small compared to a breakwater, will be exposed to similar surface proximity effects if brought close enough to the still water level. The wave diffraction problem of a thick plate has been addressed by Zheng et al. (2007) under linear approximation and by Kojima et al. (1994) up to the II order, while that of a thin plate is discussed in Porter (2014). Its formulation for an arbitrarily shaped, submerged cylinder is also proposed by Vada (1987). The linear wave radiation problem of a heaving horizontal disc has been studied in Martin and Farina (1997) and in Porter (2014). The latter study treats an infinitely long flat plate as well, while Zheng et al. (2007) analyse wave radiation resulting from the oscillation of a thick rectangular pontoon; this work also shows that the wave forces and coefficients obtained with the BEM (boundary element method) approach fit well the results of the popular approach based on eigenfunction expansion matching. The recapitulative messages for our use deriving from the above review are:

- The submergence of a plate- or pontoon-shaped structure can strongly influence first and higher order wave forces and hydrodynamic coefficients (see example in Figure 3).
- The behaviour of the first order quantities above consists in increased response as submergence is reduced, with the partial exception of added mass.
- First order forces prevail if submergence is sufficiently large compared to the horizontal size of the structure. At very small submergence (one order of magnitude below structure size or less), non-linear effects dominate and numerical resolution becomes increasingly difficult.
- Most modelling methods are based on potential flow. The majority of them subdivide the fluid domain and match the resulting eigensolutions of the Laplace equation to deduce the potential.
- This method yields good agreement with the experimental results obtained in terms of wave forces, given that viscous effects be superposed using calibrated drag coefficients.
- At first order, the results of the above models are virtually equivalent to those found with the BEM approach.

The wave-plate interaction problem is rendered complex by effects of more difficult treatment such as wave trapping (Linton and Evans, 1991; Parsons and Martin, 1995), and other non-linear phenomena such as wave decomposition (Kojima et al., 1990) and breaking (Yu et al., 1995) over the plate’s topside, occurring when wavelength and plate extension are large enough compared to submergence. The studies mentioned above neglect or superpose viscous hydrodynamic effects. The complete representation of viscous wave flow over a submerged plate has been attempted by Yu and Dong (2001) using a finite volume method. This knowledge can now be reconducted into FWT hydrodynamics, to better characterise the wave forces acting on a low draft structure fit with bottom plates.

2.2. Methodology

In this study potential fluid-structure interaction analysis is limited to first order. Wave forces and hydrodynamic coefficients are obtained numerically via Nemoh, a

![Figure 3: Variation of the non-dimensional heave added mass $a_\omega^* = a_\omega/(\rho r^2)$ of a thin horizontal disc in infinitely deep water, depending on its submergence $s = d/r$. Disc radius and draft are denoted $r$ and $d$ respectively, $a_\omega$ is the dimensional added mass and $\rho$ the fluid's density. $k = \omega^2/g$ denotes the wave number. Reported from Martin and Farina (1997).](image-url)
observable at values of \( kr \) monic of finite period. This well-known effect is mostly RAO tends to zero for an infinite draft for any wave har- citation as anticipated in 2.1, conversely the vertical force possible to observe that smaller draft leads to increased ex- finite water depth and a unit incident wave amplitude. It is obtained when submergence is perturbed, given an infi- nite waterplane. This is a floating platform’s static pivot- ing centre, assumed that it behaves like a perfect vertical- walled (Scribanti) buoyant (see Journée and Massie, 2000).

2.3. Submergence sensitivity of a platform column

The considerations of 2.1 apply to water entrapment devices in that their vertical excursion impacts the forces arising from incident, diffracted, and radiated waves. An isolated axisymmetric column with attached bottom plate is taken from the modified Dutch Tri-floater concept, detai- ned in 2.4.1. A parametric study is here organised by varying the structure’s relative submergence \( s \) and regen- erating the wetted surface mesh at each draft. Relative submergence is defined as \( s = d/r \), where \( d \) denotes upper plate surface depth and \( r \) (constant) plate radius (cfr. Figure 4). The remaining geometric proportions are fixed with \( q/r = 4/9 \) and \( t/r = 1/9 \). Solving the diffraction problem yields the wave excitation exerted on the struc- ture: Figure 5 shows the variation of the heave force RAO obtained when submergence is perturbed, given an infi- nite water depth and a unit incident wave amplitude. It is possible to observe that smaller draft leads to increased ex- citation as anticipated in 2.1, conversely the vertical force RAO tends to zero for an infinite draft for any wave har- monic of finite period. This well-known effect is mostly observable at values of \( kr \) larger than the heave excitation suppression point, a range where the rapid exponential de- cay of wave potential affects the plate’s depth range and diffraction is strongly affected by plate submergence.

Figures 6 and 7 report frequency-domain vertical added mass and wave damping coefficients respectively, depend- ing on the wave scattering parameter \( kr \). As expected, the column’s heave radiation characteristics are also found to be affected by submergence: added mass (Figure 6) shows little alteration for \( s > 1 \); for \( s \leq 1 \) it is observed a pattern similar to what seen in Figure 3; the wave damp- ing coefficient’s behaviour (Figure 7), analogous to that of heave excitation, consists in exponential increase in a definite band as relative draft is reduced. The outputs of the radiation calculation suffer from a certain amount of numerical noise that could neither be attributed to insuffi- cient mesh resolution nor to incomplete convergence of the matrix inversion. This especially affects the radia- tion damping coefficient for certain values of \( kr \), where the size of the anomaly reaches a magnitude comparable to the signal for \( s > 1.5 \). In this region of high submer- gence, however, wave damping forces become small and hence the impact of said anomaly on FWT motion can be deemed negligible.

One can look at the surface proximity effect from a dif- ferent standpoint: identifying the combined scattering pa- rameter and submergence envelope where perturbing draft causes a significant change in wave forces. Figure 8 exem- plifies this idea for column heave load: by defining the quantity \( f_h^2 = f_h/(\rho g r^2) \), where \( f_h \) is the heave force per unit amplitude incident wave, its derivative with respect to submergence \(-df_h^2/ds\) may be used as a proxy for sensi- tivity to vertical excursion. This quantity, mapped against \( kr \) and \( s \), exhibits a monotonic decrease as submergence is increased, and a maximum at \( kr \approx 1.3 \) for any constant submergence.

The blue region on the right represents the range for which waves are so small that their vertical pen- etration is not sufficient to reach the depth of the heave plate; the low-valued areas to the left and towards the top of the plot are associated in turn to large-scale wave
kinematics compared to structure size, and to large plate submergence: the former requires large vertical excursions to determine a change of loading regime (hence sensitivity is small), whilst the second is associated with vertical extinction of wave potential. The region of highest sensitivity sits where pronounced decay of the diffraction potential occurs just around the plate’s depth. From these simple numerical experiments one can anticipate a low-draft semi-sub platform’s behaviour: when its columns lose submergence, the plates interact more strongly with surface waves, causing wave-structure interaction alterations which are most significant in a specific band. In the case of the analysed FWT concept, this region largely coincides with the dominant wave energy band.

2.4. Inclination sensitivity of a semi-sub platform

The column studied above is derived from a MW-scale FWT platform design, the Dutch Tri-floater, documented in Philippe et al. (2013b), Philippe (2012), and Courbois (2013). This has been modified as explained in 2.4.1. A perturbation analysis is conducted on platform potential hydrodynamics similar to what has been done in 2.3, only with variation of inclination in lieu of draft. The distance of the columns from the FWT’s static pivoting point determines both plate excursion and rotation, causing a change in the resulting wave force patterns.

2.4.1. Platform definition

The Dutch Tri-floater is a three-column semi-sub platform concept designed to support HAWTs with a rating of about 5MW. Its stabilising system is passive, unlike in other designs where slow-varying wind overturning moments are compensated with active ballast shifts (see Maciel, 2012). Since the original concept features thin water entrapment plates, which cause numerical problems when treated with the BEM method, it was decided to modify the floater by thickening its plates to an acceptable level; the introduction of extra submerged volume at platform bottom required contextual re-distribution of its mass in order to restore the originally intended degree of hydrostatic stability. The modified floater is shown in Figure 9, while its main geometric parameters are given in Table 1 and its mass properties in Table 2.

2.4.2. Platform tilt hydrodynamic effects

The modified Dutch Tri-floater is next subjected to isocarenic trimming of ±5° about the pitch axis \( y \). Heave plates rigidly follow, undergoing the same rotation plus a vertical excursion of about ±1.7 m (aft columns) and ±3.4 m (fore column). These in turn cause plate mean submergence \( s \) to vary in the range between 0.84 and 1.60, while in the upright configuration all columns are are characterised by \( s = 11/9 \approx 1.22 \) (cfr. Figure 8). Actualisation
Figure 10: Inclination effects on the modified Dutch Tri-floater’s heave force and pitch moment response in regular waves.

Figure 11: Inclination effects on the modified Dutch Tri-floater’s heave and pitch radiation damping.
The mean wetted surface enables to evaluate wave load variations via Nemoh. Water depth is assumed to equal 50 m, allowing to relate these results to the loading case of Section 3, and the chosen direction of propagation of the incident waves is along the $x$ axis. The included graphs show the platform’s vertical and vertical-rotational excitation features: Figure 10 displays the heave and pitch force response for the upright and trimmed configurations. It is possible to observe from the Figures that the imposed inclinations significantly modify wave excitation in the central portion of the studied range, which largely overlaps with the ocean wave band. For instance around $kr = 1.5$ (where the incident wave period is $T \approx 5$ s), an inclination of $+5^\circ$ practically doubles heave excitation and increases that of pitch by 30-50% compared to upright platform forces. Trimming also alters the radiation problem: while diagonal added masses are little impacted by trim-related excursion (cfr. 2.3), radiation damping is magnified by plate proximity to the surface as visible in Figure 11. Moreover, radiation-induced coupling appears in the trimmed configurations, due to the loss of hull axisymmetry. This is observable in Figure 12, where the introduction of heave-pitch hydrodynamic coupling is evidenced by the appearance of significant extra-diagonal terms. It is straightforward to relate the results of the current section to what presented in 2.3: reading the values of Figure 8 at the initial submergence of the platform plates, $s \approx 1.22$, helps to explain the divergence of the load response curves, which is most marked in the scattering parameter interval $kr \in [0.5, 4.0]$. This section has shown that substantial changes of linear wave-structure interaction can occur when a semi-sub FWT platform equipped with water entrapment plates undergoes mean inclinations in the order of $5^\circ$ or more, un-

Table 1: Modified Dutch Tri-floater geometric parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design draft [m]</th>
<th>12.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hull volume at design draft [m$^3$]</td>
<td>3048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column centre-to-centre spacing [m]</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column diameter [m]</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column depth incl. plate [m]</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate diameter [m]</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate thickness [m]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bracing diameter [m]</td>
<td>1.0 to 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Modified Dutch Tri-floater mass properties. Quantities are expressed with respect to the origin O at SWL.

| Mass [t] | 2263 |
| Vertical position of CoG [m] | -0.1 |
| Roll/pitch moment of inertia [t m$^2$] | $1.535 \cdot 10^6$ |
| Yaw moment of inertia [t m$^2$] | $2.522 \cdot 10^6$ |
dermination of the classic small displacement assumption of wave load assessment. The following section presents a simple dynamic response analysis of the fully assembled turbine subject to wind and wave loading, aimed at evaluating the impact of the examined geometric non-linearity on global FWT motion.

3. Dynamic response of a trimmed semi-sub floating wind turbine

Do the hydrodynamic effects explained in Section 2 significantly affect FWT motion in the presence of realistic wind and waves? A first-stage answer is here produced via frequency-domain dynamic response analysis of a moored modified Dutch Tri-floater platform supporting a NREL 5 MW reference turbine, detailed in Jonkman et al. (2009).

3.1. Methodology

The six-element vector containing the position of the FWT is defined as \( \mathbf{x} \), where displacements are expressed in m and rotations in rad. Forces and moments are expressed in N and Nm respectively. In order to isolate potential hydrodynamic effects, all terms entering the 6-DoF frequency-domain equations of motion maintain the classic linearisation about the undisplaced, untrimmed position, with the exception of those derived from the BEM calculation. These consist of:

- Structural mass and inertia matrix \( \mathbf{A} \), obtained by component assembly. It includes product inertias if \( z_G \neq 0 \).
- Linearised viscous damping matrix \( \mathbf{B_v} \), iteratively obtained from a corresponding quadratic term (cfr. Equation 4).
- Hydrostatic stiffness matrix \( \mathbf{C_h} \). Its computation includes the stabilising effect of mooring weight, that is lumped at the fairlead points located at plate centre, \( z = -12 \) m.
- Mooring stiffness matrix \( \mathbf{C_m} \), supplied by Philippe (2012).

The inclination-dependent potential hydrodynamic terms are calculated ignoring all slender platform interconnectors. These are the added mass matrix \( \mathbf{A_r} \), the wave damping matrix \( \mathbf{B_r} \), and the hydrodynamic excitation vector \( \mathbf{f_h} \). All mentioned quantities are expressed at the structure’s waterplane centre \( O \), the point of choice for resolution of rigid body dynamics. Rotor torque and gyroscopic effects are neglected. Steady wind excitation in the positive \( x \) direction takes the RHS form of

\[
\mathbf{f_w}(\theta) = \begin{pmatrix} F_w \cos \theta & 0 & 0 & 0 & M_w \cos^2 \theta & 0 \end{pmatrix}^T, \tag{1}
\]

where \( F_w \) is the sum of the rated thrust exerted on the untilted rotor and the tower’s drag force, and \( M_w \) the related total overturning moment. \( \theta \) denotes the FWT’s trim angle about the \( y \) axis. The wind forces exerted on the floater’s superstructures are neglected.

The structure’s position under steady wind loading \( \mathbf{x}_0 \) is found by iteratively resolving the static equilibrium equation

\[
\mathbf{x}_0 = (\mathbf{C_h} + \mathbf{C_m})^{-1} \mathbf{f_w}(\mathbf{x}_0). \tag{2}
\]

Following, wind forces are decoupled from displacement and the frequency domain equations of complex motion \( \mathbf{x} \) about the mean equilibrium position found with Equation 2 are solved in the classic harmonic form:

\[
\mathbf{x} = [-\omega^2(\mathbf{A} + \mathbf{A_r}) + i \omega (\mathbf{B_r} + \mathbf{B_v}) + (\mathbf{C_h} + \mathbf{C_m})]^{-1} \mathbf{f_w}. \tag{3}
\]

As anticipated, presence of a linearised viscous term requires iterative resolution of the EoM, with the generalised \( n \)th guess of the viscous damping matrix expressed by

\[
\mathbf{B_v}^{(n)} = \frac{8}{3\pi} \mathbf{D_v} \omega |\mathbf{x}^{(n-1)}|, \tag{4}
\]

where \( \mathbf{D_v} \) is the constant quadratic drag matrix and \( |\mathbf{x}^{(n-1)}| \) the element-by-element absolute value of the motion vector issued by the previous guess. \( \mathbf{D_v} \) is obtained by integrating the maximum per-unit-velocity drag acting on all wetted members, including platform bracings and plates, when the structure undergoes small oscillations in still water. The transverse component of said drag force (i.e. normal to a cylinder’s axis) is obtained by isolating the transverse component of the local velocity vector. The axial component of local drag - calculated for plates only - derives from the axial component of the velocity vector at plate centre. The dominating calibration parameter for the obtention of this term is the normal-flow heave plate drag coefficient, that has been set to 4.80 in analogy with that of a circular heave tank of similar size (see Masciola et al., 2013).

3.2. Definition of case study

The modified Dutch Tri-floater, detailed in 2.4.1, is assembled with the NREL 5 MW reference offshore wind turbine. The aerogenerator’s tower has been adapted by Philippe (2012) to match the Dutch Tri-floater’s central pylon height and diameter. A sketch of the FWT assembly is given in Figure 13, while the main particulars of the aerogenerator are available in Table 3. The FWT’s mooring system is designed for 50 m water depth and consists in a three-line catenary arrangement. Its total weight in water equals 183.5 t and the linearised mooring stiffness matrix descending from quasi-static modelling is

\[
\mathbf{C_m} = \begin{pmatrix} 1.6 \times 10^5 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1.9 \times 10^6 & 0 \\ 0 & 1.6 \times 10^5 & 0 & -1.9 \times 10^6 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1.5 \times 10^5 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1.9 \times 10^6 & 0 & 1.1 \times 10^5 & 0 \\ 1.9 \times 10^5 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1.1 \times 10^5 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1.7 \times 10^5 \end{pmatrix}. \tag{5}
\]

where the units are consistent with the definitions given in 3.1. The water depth specified above is also used in the diffraction/radiation model for consistency. The proposed loading case combines a steady rated wind of 11.4 m/s directed in the positive \( x \) direction with collinear regular waves of 4 m height.
consists of an offset of 4.05 m in the $x$ direction. Results for zero trim and once for 6° trimming, heave plates appear to sweep such excursion forces. In a semi-sub platform undergoing wind-induced wave excitation, the existence of a certain plate excursion range where a small draft perturbation triggers large changes in wave radiation potential in the vertical direction determines the frequency-dependent exponential decay of diffraction on the actualised geometry, as visible in Figure 15. Within the 5 s to 15 s period interval, over-looking the effect of FWT inclinations causes a response underprediction of typically 30% at low periods; response suppression at $kr \approx 1.1$ also becomes less marked.

### 3.3. Results

The mean equilibrium position found with Equation 2 consists of an offset of 4.05 m in the $x$ direction and a trim about the $y$ axis of 6.0°, implying plate mean submergence to reach $s \approx 1.68$ (fore) and $s \approx 0.99$ (aft). The potential hydrodynamic database is calculated twice: once for zero trim and once for 6°, whose actualised mesh is shown in Figure 14; the respective frequency-domain heave and pitch responses of the turbine are reported next. Plot ordinates are scaled so as to concentrate on the FWT response features in the 5 s to 15 s band. Figure 15 shows the calculated heave and pitch response when potential hydrodynamics are solved with and without the actualisation of the wetted surface.

The effect of increased vertical excitation clearly emerges from the heave response plot, and is easily related to the plate excursion effect of Figures 5 and 10. Motion in the $T \in [5 s, 15 s]$ interval, the main wave energy band, is always underestimated by the conventional potential approach, from 10% up to about 60% at the low period end of the interval. Moreover, the response suppression predicted by the conventional approach at $kr \approx 0.3$ ($T = 12 s$) is no longer found when inclination is accounted for. Added-mass-induced heave-pitch coupling that is only revealed by the actualisation approach also causes a slight increase in heave response in correspondence with pitch motion resonance, sited at a period above 15 s (cfr. Figure 12). Whilst not severe for the modified Dutch Tri-floater, this coupling effect may play a greater role in more compact FWT arrangements, whose heave/pitch modes lie closer to or within the wave band.

Pitch response is altered as well by the effect of integrating dynamic pressure on the actualised geometry, as visible in Figure 15. Within the 5 s to 15 s period interval, overlooking the effect of FWT inclinations causes a response underprediction of typically 30% at low periods; response suppression at $kr \approx 1.1$ also becomes less marked.

### 4. Discussion

The interaction of an underwater structure with surface waves is stronger when its submergence is small relative to its size. For a horizontal disc-shaped appendix, surface proximity effects are shown to significantly affect wave diffraction and radiation when its radius has the same order of magnitude as its draft or less, a condition that frequently holds for semi-submersible FWT water entrapment devices.

In the mathematical representation of linear water waves, the frequency-dependent exponential decay of diffraction and radiation potential in the vertical direction determines the existence of a certain plate excursion range where a small draft perturbation triggers large changes in wave patterns, and hence the related dynamic pressures and forces. In a semi-sub platform undergoing wind-induced trimming, heave plates appear to sweep such excursion

| Mass [t] | 678 |
| Vertical position of CoG [m] | 83.0 |
| Roll/pitch moment of inertia $I_{xy} \approx I_{yy}$ [t m$^2$] | $3.779 \cdot 10^6$ |
| Yaw moment of inertia [t m$^2$] | $5.220 \cdot 10^3$ |
| Elevation of tower/floater interface [m] | 25.0 |
| Rotor diameter [m] | 126 |
| Rated wind speed [m/s] | 11.4 |
| Rated rotor thrust [kN] | 810 |
| Hub height [m] | 90.0 |
| Rated tower drag [kN] | 43 |
| Tower centre of pressure height [m] | 54.8 |

Table 3: Adapted 3-blade upwind 5 MW NREL offshore wind turbine data. Quantities are expressed with respect to the origin O at SWL.
range for wave harmonics which are dominant in real sea spectra. Mean inclinations in the order of 5° cause enough hydrodynamic perturbation to significantly alter heave and pitch response, and to onset a heave-pitch coupling effect due to loss of radiation axisymmetry. Moreover, if one considers the maximum instantaneous inclinations reached under the combination of static and dynamic response (due to waves, but also wind gusts, etc.), said effects may undergo additional momentaneous magnification. In the chosen case study, pitch motion results less sensitive than heave to variable plate submergence. However, this may not hold for other semi-submersible FWT designs featuring lower pitch natural periods and/or larger pitch response in the ocean wave band.

The hydrodynamic effects discussed above are uncovered thanks to a mesh-updated linear potential method: the traditional method neglecting the mean displacement of the wetted surface is unable to capture such phenomena. The inclusion of inclination effects can improve the understanding of the FWT design constraints affecting the balance between static and dynamic response control.

Not treated in this work is the alteration of horizontal excitation and the appearance of horizontal-vertical coupling arising from trim. Furthermore, out-of-plane excitation and response are expected to occur when the inclination takes place about an axis different from pitch, or when waves and wind are not aligned: in these conditions the hull’s remaining planar symmetry - conserved here about $xz$ - is also lost, which brings in lateral excitation and additional coupling. All of the above cases can be analysed with the method presented here.

It is arguable that viscous hydrodynamic forces can also be significantly altered by FWT inclinations: the presence of relatively small-diameter hull members and sharp-edged appendices suggests that drag forces may play an important role in a certain band; the vertical excursion of the plates may additionally expose them to wave-induced drag regimes which strongly depend on the inclination of the FWT.

Finally, additional non-linear effects which are disregarded in this study are expected to become important as the plates approach the surface more closely, and in general for high-slope waves and/or large motion. Wave breaking, decomposition, and enhanced run-up above the plates may substantially alter the FWT loading regime and should be further studied in their impact on the turbine’s loading and motion. At such levels of complexity linear potential theory needs to be replaced by higher order resolution of wave dynamics or a fully viscous representation.

5. Conclusions and further work

This study has shown the importance of including the heave plate excursion effects deriving from wind-induced inclination, and the subsequent geometric non-linearity, in dynamic response assessment of a semi-submersible FWT. In Section 2 the available literature covering the dependence of the wave forces exerted on a horizontal structure from its proximity to the free surface has allowed to outline the behaviour of an isolated heave plate in this context. Hence the linear potential BEM method, first applied on a surface-piercing column with bottom plate, and then on a trimming FWT platform, has shown their sensitivity to said submergence effects. A subsequent frequency-domain dynamic response analysis of a FWT under combined wind and wave loading has been organised in Section 3. This has shown that inclusion of plate excursion effects is required to correctly predict the turbine’s response in the dominant ocean wave band, as discussed in Section 4. The use of
more advanced dynamic simulation methods may enable
to evidence further impacts of wind-driven plate excursion
on the motion of semi-submersible FWTs.
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